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Notes

Rated Voltage Color
J : 12-24V DC J : Light Gray
K : 100V/220V AC K : Dark Gray

 Caution on Copyright

V - 1 5 J F

The Message No.1 plays.

RoHS Directive (EN 50581)

Binary Input -Sound
Reduction Mode

Work that was recorded or copied from music CDs or other media used in public places may infringe upon copyrights and law
enforcement may be imposed.  When using a work that was recorded or copied from music CDs or other media, be sure to obtain
permission from the author.  In addition, copyright of audio/music data distributed or sold by PATLITE Corporation belongs to PATLITE.
It is strictly prohibited to copy/reprint whole or partial contents of audio/music data belonging to PATLITE Corporation, or to transfer/sell
such material on computer networks etc., without permission of the rightful holder.

BDV-15- 18C-2_3

EMC Directive (EN 55011, EN 61000-6-2)
Conformity Standards

(BDV-15JF)

Conforms to the CE requirements. (BDV-15JF)

B D - J
Model Number Configuration

There are no contents of controlled substances exceeding the threshold for the RoHS Directive. (BDV-15KF)

SPECIFICATIONS

Bit Input - Priority
 Input Mode

CH input : CH1 - CH4  Playback Messages: 4

CH input : CH1 - CH3  Playback Messages: 3
CH4 : Input reduces the volume by 10dB.

Test mode

Play Mode (Operation Mode Switch Setting)
Factory Default : Group A (When message registration is up to 4) / Group B (When message registration is 5 or more)

CH Input: CH1 to CH4  Playback Messages: 15
When the signal wires from CH1 to CH4 for a binary input are held when short-circuited to the common wire, the
message will repeat until the signal wire is removed from common. Once the input is lost, the playback will stop.

Binary Input - Priority
Input Mode

CH input : CH1 - CH3  Playback Messages: 7
CH4 : Input reduces the volume by 10dB.

CH Input: CH1 to CH4  Playback Messages: 4
When the signal wires from CH1 to CH4 for a bit input are held when short-circuited to the common wire, the
message will repeat until the signal wire is removed from common. Once the input is lost, the playback will stop.

CH Input: CH1 to CH4  Playback Messages: 15
When one of the signal wires between CH1 to CH4 are entered for a binary input and an input message is
entered during message playback, the message will interrupt the message being played. Even if the input is
held down, the message playback will be reproduced only once, and there is no priority input order.

CH Input: CH1 to CH4  Playback Messages: 4
When one of the signal wires between CH1 to CH4 are entered for a bit input and an input message is entered
during message playback, the message will interrupt the message being played. Even if the input is held down,
the message playback will be reproduced only once, and there is no priority input order.

CH input : CH1 - CH4  Playback Messages: 15

Bit Input - Sound
 Reduction Mode

Bit Input - Hold
Playback Mode

Binary Input - Hold
Playback Mode




